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Abstract 
A linear space is called H-point-biregular if, for any point x, the number of trans- 
versals through x of two disjoint lines L and M, both missing x, belongs to H and does not 
depend on the lines L and M. In this paper we classify all finite {n - 2,n - 1}-point-biregular 
spaces. 
1. Introduction 
A linear space is an incidence structure (~, Ao), where ~ is a set of points and 
is a family of  subsets of  ~ ,  which are called lines such that any line contains 
at least two points and any two distinct points lie on exactly one line. A transversal 
of two (three) lines is a line intersecting all of  them. We consider only finite linear 
spaces, i.e. ~ is a finite set. The degree of x E ~ is the number [x] of lines through it 
and the length of L E ~e is the number [L] of points on it. Two disjoint lines will be 
called parallel. 
Let L and M be two parallel lines and x a point not in LUM.  Denote by 7tx(L,M) 
the number of  transversals of L and M through x. Beutelspacher and Delandtsheer [2] 
completely classified the linear spaces in which 7~x(L,M) is a constant, i.e. does not 
depend on either the pair (L ,M)  of parallel lines or the point x. In [3], Beutelspacher 
and Nicholson consider the linear spaces in which ux(L,M) ranges only over two 
distinct values s and t. The examples they provide of  such spaces show that it is very 
difficult to classify all of  them. Therefore, some additional assumptions are needed to 
classify some families of examples. The two main theorems in [3] use the existence 
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of a line and a point, respectively, which satisfy some special conditions. Moreover, 
there are some bounds for the parameters s and t. 
A classification of linear spaces in which nx(L,M) ranges only over two distinct 
values depending on the pair (L,M) but not on the point x f[L U M has been obtained 
in [4,5]. 
Let H be a finite set of nonnegative integers. We define an H-point-biregular 
space as a finite linear space such that, for any point x, there exists h E H such that 
Irx(L,M) = h for any pair (L,M) of parallel lines with xf[L UM. 
An H-point-biregular space will be called proper if, for any h EH, there exist a pair 
(L,M) of parallel lines and a point xf[L UM such that nx(L,M) = h. 
Example 1. Let ~ be a finite set such that [~1/>6. I f  pE~,  consider a partition {X, Y} 
of ~'\(p} such that IXl~>2 and Iris>3. Denote by R the set {{x,y}: xEX, yE Y}. 
The pair (~, A°), where ~ = {X U {p}, Y U {p}} U R is a proper {1,2}-point-biregular 
space. 
Example 2. Let (~, L,¢) be a finite projective plane, L a line of (~, Ae) and c~ a sym- 
bol. Set A a' = Aa\{L}, Lo~ --- L U {c~} and ~ = {{x,o~}: x E ~\L}.  The pair 
(~U {oo},Aa' U {Loo} U A¢o~) is a proper {1,2}-point-biregular space. 
Example 3. Let (~, A a) be a projective plane of order n t> 3. If  L and M are two 
distinct lines, define {z} = L NM, S = (L UM)\{z}, ~ '= P\S and ~'= L\{L,M}. 
The pair (~ ,  .~al) is a proper {n-2 ,n -1  }-point-biregular space. When n = 3, (~'1, A ° ' )  
is one of the spaces in Example 1. 
In this paper we investigate the proper {n-  2 ,n -  1}-point-biregular spaces, n>~2 
an integer, and show that the above-mentioned xamples are the only possible ones. 
2. First properties 
From now on, (~, A a) denotes a proper {n -2 ,n  - 1}-point-biregular space. If  x is 
a point such that there exists a pair (L,M) of parallel lines not containing x, we shall 
write rrx(L,M)= nx and the integer 7rx will be referred to as the type of x. I f  X C ~, 
[X]n-i, i = 1,2, denotes the number of points of type n - i in X. Finally, denote by 
k and m the minimum and the maximum of the set {[L] : LE~},  respectively. 
Proposition 2.1. ~ is not the union of two parallel lines. 
Proof. Assume ~ = LUM for some pair (L,M) of parallel ines. If  (N,T) is a pair of 
parallel lines such that there exists a point x ~N U T, then [N] = [T] --- 2 and 7rx = 1, 
a contradiction since (~, Ae) is proper. [] 
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Proposition 2.2. We have n >~ 3. 
Proof. Assume that (~, ~)  is a proper {0, 1}-point-biregular space. Then there exist 
two parallel lines L and M and a point q~_LUM of type 0. Let Z and T be two lines 
through q intersecting L and M, respectively. Define {z} = Z n L and {t} = T N M. 
I f  [Z] > 2, there exists a point yEZ\{q ,z} .  The line Z through y is a transversal of  
the two parallel lines L and T. Consequently, 7gy = 1 and the the line N through y 
and t is parallel to L. Therefore, Z is a transversal of the two parallel lines N and L, 
a contradiction since q E Z and 7~q = 0 .  SO,  any line through q intersecting L has 
length 2. Similarly, any line through q intersecting M has length 2. 
Let x EL. Denote by L t the line joining q with a point x' EL\{x}. Obviously, L' and 
M are parallel. Since the two lines joining x with the points on U are parallel to M, 
then Zig = 0. So, Zrx = 0, for any x E L. Similarly, ~x = 0 for any x E M. 
Since (~, .L~ a) is proper, there exists a point p of type 1. By the previous argument, 
p~LUM and the line R through p and q is parallel to both L and M. Denote by S the 
unique transversal of L and M through p and define {p'} = SAM.  The line S through 
p~ is a transversal of  the two parallel lines L and R, a contradiction as ~p, = 0. [] 
Proposition 2.3. Let L1, L2 and L3 be distinct lines such that L2 and L3 are parallel 
to L~. Then 
(i) (n - 2)[L1] + [Ll]n-i = (n - 2)[Lz] + [Lz]n-i = (n - 2)[/,3] "t- [L3]n-l, 
if L2 and L3 are parallek 
(ii) (n - 2)([L2] - 1) + [L2\{x}]n-i = (n - 2)([L3] - 1) + [L3\{X}]n-i, ifL2 and L3 
meet at a point x. 
Proof. In order to prove (i), say c the number of transversals of Ll, L2 and L3. For 
any i - -  1,2, 3, we have 
c = (n - 2)[Li]n-2 + (n - 1)[Li]n-1 = (n - 2)[Li] + [Li]n-1, 
so the assertion. 
Similarly, counting the transversals of L1, L2 and L3 not on x yields (ii). [] 
Proposition 2.4. Let L, M and N be three lines such that L ~ N, L and N are 
parallel to M and ~\ (LUMUN)  ~ 0. Moreover, let s be the number of transversals 
of L, M and N. I f  any transversal of L and M parallel to N has length at least r 
and any transversal of M and N parallel to L has lenoth at most r ~, then 
([L][M] - s)(r - 2) ~< ([M][N] - s)(r' - 2). 
Proof. Let a be the number of pairs (u, U) point-line, where U is a transversal of  L, 
M and N and u E U\(L U M U N). Moreover, denote by Pi the number of points of 
type n- i ,  i=  1,2, in ~\(LUMUN) .  
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Counting in two ways the pairs (v, V) point-line, where V is a transversal of  L and M 
and v E V\(L U M U N), yields 
pl(n - 1) + p2(n - 2)~>a + ([L][M] - s)(r - 2). (2,1) 
Counting in two ways the pairs (q,Q) point-line, where Q is a transversal of  
M and N and qEQ\ (LUMUN) ,  gives 
p l (n  --  1) Jr p2(n  -- 2)~<a -[- ([M][N] - s ) ( r  t - 2). (2.2) 
The statement follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
Proposition 2.5. I f  L E .~ and no line exists parallel to L, then [L] i> n. 
Proof. Since (~,L)  is proper, there are two parallel lines M and N and a point 
x ¢~ M U N such that rex = n -  1. Thus, [M] ~>n-  1. Consequently, the degree of 
any point on N is at least n. Thus, [L] = [y]~>n, for any point yEN\L .  [] 
Lemma 2.6. I f  L E ~ and [L] = n - 2, then 
(i) nx = n - 2 for any xq[L; 
(ii) i f  M is a line parallel to L, [x] = [M] + 1 for any xEL; 
(iii) if M and N are two lines parallel to L, then [M] = [N]. 
Proof. Since (~,L~ o) is proper, there exist two parallel lines R and S and a point 
p ¢~ R U S such that lrp = n - 1. Then, [R], [S] ~> n - 1. So, R, S # L and [x] ~> n for 
any x E R U S. Therefore, there exist two distinct points z and t not on L such that 
[z], [t] I> n. Now, let x ¢~ L. At least one of the two points z and t, say z, is distinct 
from x. Since [z] f> n, there exists a line through z parallel to L and not on x. Since 
[L] --- n - 2, rrx = n - 2. So, (i) is proved. 
Now, let M be a line parallel to L. For any x E L, Ix] ~> [M] + 1. I f  [x] > [M] + 1 
for some x E L, then there would exist a line L' through x parallel to M and distinct 
from L. Thus, Irx, <n-  2 for any x~EU\L, a contradiction. So, (ii) holds. 
Finally, (iii) follows from (ii), so the statement is proved. [] 
Proposition 2.7. [L] t> n - 1 for any L E ~f. 
Proof. I f  no line exists parallel to L, the statement follows from Proposition 2.5. 
Now, suppose ME &a and M parallel to L. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a point 
xq[LUM. Since ~zx =n-2  or n -1 ,  [L ]~>n-  2. 
Hence, 
[L]/> n -  2 for any line L. (2.3) 
Now, assume that there exists L E L~ a such that [L] = n -  2. We have 2 ~< [L] = n -  2, 
so n~4.  Since (~,L~) is proper, there exists a point y of  type n -1 .  By Lemma 2.6(i), 
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y E L. Let N and N'  be two parallel ines such that y ~ NUN r. Clearly, [iV], [N p] ~> n-  1. 
By Lemma 2.6(ii), only two cases may occur: 
(a) both N and N r are parallel to L; 
(b) both N and N t intersect L. 
Case (a): Since [N] ~>n-  1, from Lemma 2.6(i) and Proposition 2.3 it follows that 
[N] -- n - 1 and rrx = n - 1 for any xEL. By Lemma 2.6, every line parallel to L has 
length n - 1 and [x] = n for any x E L. 
Let T be a line intersecting L and xrEL\T. Since [x p] = n and rrx, = n - 1, [T]<<,n 
and, by Lemma 2.6(i), [T] ¢ n - 2. So, by (2.3), [T] = n - 1 or n. Let {r} = T M N 
and {r r} = T f) N r. Denote by c the number of  transversals of  N and N p, other than 
T, through the points of T\{r, rP}. 
We have 
c = n - 2 + ([T] - 3)(n - 3). 
Since n>~4 and [T] -- n -  1 or n, c < (n -2 )  2 . It follows that there exists a 
transversal T' of N and N'  parallel to T. By Lemma 2.6(ii), T' meets L at a point 
t'. Since It'] = n, then [T] = n -  1. Therefore, every line intersecting L has length 
n -1 .  
Hence, every line distinct from L has length n - 1. Since [y] = n, then 
J~J = n -  2 + (n -  1 ) (n -  2) = n(n - 2). (2.4) 
Now, let qEN.  Since [N'] = n -  1, [q]>~n. Therefore, I~l>~l +n(n -2 ) ,  which 
contradicts (2.4). 
Case (b): Let M be a line parallel to L. By Lemma 2.6(ii), Ix] = [M] + 1, for 
any point x E L. As case (a) may not occur, no line exists parallel to M and dis- 
tinct from L. Therefore, M meets N and N '  and Ix] = [M] for any x ~ L U M. Let 
{u} = M nN and {u t} = M nN ' .  Since [N']>~n- 1, then [u]>~n. Hence, there 
exists a line M r through u parallel to L and distinct from M. By Lemma 2.6(iii), 
[M] = [M']. Since L is the unique line parallel to M' ,  [x] = [M p] = [M] for any 
x EM\{u}.  Similarly, [u p] = [M]. Hence, [x] = [M] for any x eL  and [M] = 
[u]>~n>~4. 
Now, let 9 be the number of lines parallel to L. Since every line parallel to L and 
other than M intersects M, then 
g = 1 + [M]([M] - n + 1). (2.5) 
By Lemma 2.6(ii), every line intersecting L meets all lines parallel to L. Since the 
points not on L all have degree [M], then the lines intersecting L all have the same 
length [N]. 
Let {v} = N n L and {v'} = N'  M L. For any x ~N U N' ,  denote by Ox the number 
of  lines through x parallel to both N and N'. We have 
[x] = 2[N] - rtx + 9x. (2.6) 
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Let u"EM\{u ,u '} .  Assume that no line exists parallel to both N and N'.  By (2.6), 
[M]=[u" ]=2[N] -n+2 and [M]+l=[y]=2[N] -n+l ,  
a contradiction. 
Hence, a line N"  exists parallel to both N and N'.  I f  x" E N"\L ,  [M] = Ix"] > 
2IN] -n+2.  So, by (2.6), there exists a line Nx parallel to both N and N '  through any 
point x EL\{v,  v'). Since [Ny] = IN] = [N'], from Lemma 2.6(i) and Proposition 2.3(i) 
it follows that roy = roy, = n - 1. Now, let x E L\{y ,  v, v'}. Since [Nx] = [N] = [N'], 
then rex = n - 1. Hence, nx = n - 1 for any x E L. 
Denote by d the number of  transversals of  N and NC Since L is the unique line 
parallel to M, the transversals of  N and N '  distinct from L and M all meet M. Through 
u (u') there are [N'] - 1 = [N] - 1 transversals of  N and N '  distinct from M. By 
Lemma 2.6(i) there are n - 3 transversals of  N and N '  distinct from M through any 
point in M\{u,u '} .  So 
d = 2 + 2(IN] - 1) + ([M] - 2)(n - 3).  (2.7) 
By Lemma 2.6(ii), every line parallel to L meets both N and N'.  Since nx = n - 1 
for any xEL\{v ,v '} ,  then 
d = 1 +g+2( [N] -  1 )+( [L J -2 ) (n -2 ) .  (2.8) 
Since [L] = n -2 ,  from (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8) it follows that ([M] -n+2)  2 -2  = 0, 
a contradiction as [M]/> n. [] 
Proposition 2.8. We have k < m. 
Proof. Assume that all lines have length m. Then, all points have the same degree, 
say g. Since (~, ~)  is proper, there exist two points y and z such that ny = n - 1 and 
nz = n - 2. Let T and T' he two parallel lines such that z ~ T U T'. Thus, 
g = [z ]~>2m-n+2.  (2.9) 
By Proposition 2.7, [T ~] ~>n-  1. Therefore, there exists a line T" through z inter- 
secting T ~ and parallel to T. Let {z ~} = T ~ N T". We have 
g = [z']>~m +2.  (2.10) 
Denote by M the line through y and z. I f  N is a line parallel to M, we can prove 
that [M],- i  = [N],-i, i = 1,2: By (2.10), there exists a line Z through z parallel 
to N and distinct from M. By Proposition 2.3, there exists a point qEZk{z)  such that 
nq = n - 1. By (2.9), there exists a line through q parallel to both M and N. Thus, 
by Proposition 2.3, [M]n-i = [N],-i, i = 1,2. 
Now, denote by r the number of  lines parallel to M. Counting in two ways the pairs 
(v, V) point-line, vE V and V parallel to M, yields 
( l~ l  - m)( o -  m) = rm.  (2 .11)  
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Let S be a line intersecting M. If r '  is the number of lines meeting S and parallel 
to M, then 
r' = (m - 1)( 9 -  m).  (2.12) 
Since I~1 = 1 + 9(m - 1), from (2.10)-(2.12) it follows that r t < r. Hence, there 
exists a line R parallel to both M and S. By the previous argument, [M],-i = [R]n-i = 
lain_i, i = 1,2. 
Write ai = [M]n - i ,  i = 1,2. Then, for any line L, ai is the number of  points on L 
of type n - i. 
On any line through y there are al - 1 points of type n -  1 distinct from y. Therefore, 
[<~],,-1 = o(a l  - 1) + 1. (2.13) 
On any line through z there are al points of type n - 1. Thus, 
[~]n-1 = gal.  (2.14) 
From (2.13) and (2.14) g = 1 follows, a contradiction. [5 
3. {n -- 2, n -- 1}-point-biregular spaces with a line of length 2 
In this section we suppose that (N, 5¢) contains a line of length 2. From Propositions 
2.2 and 2.7 it follows that n = 3. Hence, (~, 5P) is a proper {1,2}-point-biregular space. 
By Proposition 2.5, every line of length 2 admits a parallel line. 
Proposition 3.1. Let N be a line o f  length 2. I f  M and M'  are two lines parallel 
to N, then [M] = [M']. 
Proof. Let M # M'. We distinguish two cases: 
(a) M and M' intersect; 
(b) M and M'  are parallel. 
Case (a): Assume [M'] < [M]. Let N = {p,q} and {z} = m N m 1. By Proposi- 
tion 2.3, 
[M] - [M' ]  = [M ' \{z}]2  - [M\{z}]2.  (3.1) 
Since [M'] < [M], there exist y E M ' \{z}  and t C M\{z}  such that roy = 2 and 
~zt = 1. Denote by T the line through t intersecting N and parallel to M'.  Let {p} = 
T N N and let R be the line through z and q. Since 7Zy = 2, it is not possible that 
both the lines R and T have length 2. So, there exists a point u ~N U M U M'. Since 
[u] >~ [M] + 2 - ~u > [M'] + 2 - ~u, there exists a line S through u parallel to both 
M '  and N. Then, by Proposition 2.4, y is the unique point in Ml \{z}  of type 2. So, 
[M'\{z}]2 ----- 1. By (3.1), [M\{z}]2 = 0. Therefore, all points in M\{z}  are of  type 1. 
Now, denote by Y (Y') the line through y and p (q). Let {c} = M N Y and 
{c'} = M A Y'. Since ~Zc = 1, the line C through c and q is parallel to M'.  Therefore, 
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the lines M and Y~ through c' both intersect the parallel ines C and M ~, a contradiction 
since nc, = 1. 
Case (b): I f  one of the lines M and M ~, say M, has length at least 3, there exists 
a line M '/ through a point on M' intersecting M and parallel to N. By the argument 
in case (a), [M'] = [M"] = [M], so the statement. [] 
Proposition 3.2. l f  N and N' are two parallel ines of length 2, there exists in ~\(NU 
N ~) a point of type 2. 
Proof. Assume nx = 1 for any x ~ N U N'. Since (~, S a) is proper, there exists in 
NUN'  a point z such that nz --- 2. Suppose zEN. Let M and M / be two parallel lines 
such that z ~M U M ~. At least one of the lines M and M' is parallel to N. Therefore, 
by Proposition 3.1, [M] -- [M/] = 2. Since nz = 2, both M and M' must be parallel 
to N. By Proposition 2.3, both M and M'  contain a point of type 2. Hence, both M 
and M ~ intersect N ~ and the two points on N' are of type 2. Now, consider the 
lines M, N ~ and N. By Proposition 2.3, the unique point in M\N'  is of type 2, a 
contradiction. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let (~,£#) be a proper {n -2 ,n  - 1}-point-biregular space. I f  there 
exists a pair of parallel lines of length 2, then (~, .~) is one of the structures in 
Example 1. 
Proof. Let N and N'  be two parallel ines of length 2. By Proposition 3.2, there exists 
a point y ~N U N ~ such that ny = 2. Denote by T and T t the two transversals of N 
and N' through y. 
We can prove that [y] = 2: Assume [y]~>3. Let z E ~\ (T  U T'). The line R 
through y and z is parallel to both N and N t. I f  ~z = 1, there exists a line Z 
through z intersecting N'  and parallel to N. By Proposition 3.1, [Z] --- 2, a contra- 
diction as ny = 2. So, nz = 2. Thus, by Proposition 2.3, any point in N U N I is of 
type 2. Since (~, £~') is proper, there exists a point q such that nq = 1. Obviously, 
q E T U T I. Denote by Q the line through q meeting N and parallel to N t. Define 
{a} = Q n N and {b} = N\{a}. By Proposition 3.1, [Q] = 2, a contradiction as 
nb =2.  
Hence, [y] = 2. Thus, ~ = T U T ~. Since (~, ~)  is proper, one of the two lines T 
and T' is forced to have length at least 4, so the statement is proved. [] 
Theorem 3.3 exhausts the study of the spaces (~, £#) having two parallel lines of 
length 2. Therefore, in the rest of this section, we shall suppose that in (~, Z~') no pair 
of parallel lines of length 2 exists. 
Proposition 3.4. I f  N is a line of length 2, then the lines parallel to N mutually 
intersect. 
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Proof. Let M and M' be two distinct lines parallel to N. By assumption, [3,/], [M r] I> 3 
and, by Proposition 3.1, [M] = [M']. Assume M and M' parallel. By Proposition 2.3, 
[M] = 3 or 4. Let N = {p,q}. Denote by S and T two lines intersecting M and 
parallel to M' through p and q, respectively. If S and T intersect in a point t, none 
of the two lines through t meeting N intersects M r, a contradiction as tf[N UM r. So, 
S and T are parallel. By assumption, at least one of the lines S and T has more than 
two points. Therefore, ~\(N U M U M') # O. 
If Z is a transversal of N and M parallel to M r, consider the lines N, Z and M ~. By 
Proposition 2.3, [Z] 43. By Proposition 3.1, every line parallel to N has length [M]. 
Now, denote by s the number of transversals of N, M and M'. By Proposition 2.4, 
([M] 2 - s ) ( [M] -  2)~<2[M] - s ,  a contradiction as [M] ---3 or 4 and 2~<s~<4. 
Proposition 3.5. I f  N and M are parallel lines and [N] = 2, then [M] < m. 
Proof. By assumption, [M] >/3 and, by Proposition 2.1, ~\ (M U N)¢  0. 
Let x ~M U N. By Proposition 3.4, 
[x ]=[M]  if nx=2,  [x ]=[M]+l  if nx= 1. (3.2) 
Assume [M] = m and distinguish two cases: 
(a) nx=2 for anyxf /NUM;  
(b) there exists in ~\ (M U N) a point of type 1. 
Case (a): If [M]>~4, through a point t~_N UM there exist at least two lines T and 
T r intersecting M and parallel to N. Applying Proposition 2.3 to N, M and T gives 
nx = 2 for any x C M\T.  Similarly, nx --- 2 for any x E M\T'.  Therefore, nx = 2 for 
any x CN. Since (~, 5e) is proper, a point u exists on N such that nu = 1. Let U and 
U' be two parallel ines not containing u. B Proposition 3.4, one of the lines U and 
U r, say U, meets N and the other one is parallel to N, a contradiction since every 
point in UkN is of type 2 and nu = 1. 
Hence, [M] = 3. Let z be a point not in N U M. By (3.2), [z] = 3. Since m = 3, 
the two transversals of N and M through z both have length 3. The remaining line Z 
through z meets M at a point z t and is parallel to N. By Proposition 3.1, [Z] = 3. By 
Proposition 2.3, the two points in M\{z ~} are of type 2. Now, it is easy to verify that 
no point exists in (5 ~, La) of type 1, a contradiction since (~, L* o) is proper. 
Case (b): Set N = {p,q} and consider a point y~[N UM such that 7~y = 1. Denote 
by N r the unique line on y intersecting N and parallel to M. Let N r n N = {p}. By 
Proposition 2.3, [N t] = 2 or 3. Consider a line M ~ through y meeting M and parallel 
to N. By Proposition 3.1, [M'] = [M]. Since [Mr]~>3, there exists in M'\M a point 
yr other than y. Obviously, y' ~ M U N '. If [N ~] = 3, then [ J ]  >t [M r] + 3 - ny,, a 
contradiction to (3.2) as [M ~] = [M] by Proposition 3.1. Hence, IN ~] - 2. Applying 
Proposition 2.3 to N, N ~ and M gives nq = 1. From Proposition 2.3 it follows that 
every line through p parallel to M has length 2 and the unique point on it other than 
p is of type 1. 
Denote by S the unique transversal of N and M through y and define {q'} = SAM. 
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Let R be a line through p intersecting S and distinct from N and N '. Define {p~} = 
RNS. Since [R]<~m = [M] and, by (3.2), [y] = [M]+ 1, there exists a line R' through 
y parallel to R. Obviously, R ~ is parallel to N, too. Consider the lines N, R and R t. 
By Proposition 2.3, [R] = 2 and Z~p, = 1. Hence, every line on p meeting S has 
length 2 and ~x = 1 for any x E S. In particular, nq, = 1. 
Now, let vEM\{q~}. Clearly, the line V through p and v is parallel to S and the 
line V ~ through y and v is parallel to N. By Proposition 3.1, [V t] = [M]. So, there 
exists a point v' E V'\{y, v}. Obviously, v' ~ S U V. Since [ J ]  ~> [S] + [v] - ~zv, and 
[S]~>3, then, by (3.2), [V] < [M]. Therefore, there exists a line V n on y parallel 
to V and distinct from S. The line V n is parallel to N, too. Applying Proposition 2.3 
to N, V and V n gives [V] = 2 and ~zv -- 1. Thus, the lines joining p with the points 
on M all have length 2 and nx = 1 for any x E M. 
So, we have proved that all lines through p have length 2 and every point in ~\{p} 
is of type 1. As no line exists through p of length at least 3, p is neither of type 1 
nor of type 2, a contradiction since (~, 5a) is proper. [] 
Proposition 3.6. I f  L E 5fl and [L] = m, then L admits no parallel lines. 
Proof. Let N = {p,q} be a line of length 2. By Proposition 3.5, N and L intersect. 
Let L n N ---- {p}. By Proposition 2.5, there exists a line M parallel to N. Since in 
(~, 5~) no parallel lines of length 2 exist, [M] >~3. By Proposition 3.5, [M] < [L]. So, 
ILIa>4. 
Assume that a line L' exists parallel to L. By Proposition 2.3, every line parallel 
to L meets N at the point q. By Proposition 3.5, [U]~>3 and, by Proposition 2.1, 
~\ (L  U L')  ~ ~. Let x ~L  U U. Since through x at most one line exists parallel to L, 
then [L/] = 3, nx = 2 and the unique line on x intersecting U and parallel to L passes 
through q. 
Now, let L n be a line parallel to L and distinct from U. By a similar argument as 
above, [L"] = 3. Let x ~ EU\{q}. Since [L]/>4, there exists a line Z ~ on x ~ parallel to 
L" and meeting L at a point other than p. So, Z ~ is parallel to N, too. This contradicts 
Proposition 2.3, since IL"\{q}l=2 and the two points in L"\{q} are of type 2. [] 
Theorem 3.7. Let (~, ~)  be a proper {n - 2, n - 1 }-point-biregular space with a line 
of length 2. I f  no pair of parallel lines of length 2 exists, then (~, 5fl) is one of the 
structures in Example 2. 
Proof. Let L and N be two lines such that [L] = m and [N] = 2. By Proposition 3.6, 
N intersects L and [x] -- [L] for any xf[L. Define N = {p,q} and put {p} = NNL.  
By Proposition 2.5, there exists a line M parallel to N. Since in (~, 5(') no pair of  
parallel lines of length 2 exists, [M] >~3. By Proposition 3.6, M meets L at a point 
y and [M] < [L]. So, [L]~>4. Let z EL \{p ,y} .  Consider a line Z on z intersecting 
M and parallel to N. By Proposition 3.1, [Z] = [M]. Therefore, there exists a point 
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z 'EZ\ (L  UM).  By Proposition 3.4, [z'] = [M] + 2 -  nz,. Since [z'] = [L] > [M], then 
nz, = 1 and [L] = [M] + 1. 
Now let N '  be a line through p other than N and L. I f  [N'] ~>3, consider two 
distinct points t and t' in N' \{p}  and a line T on t parallel to N. By Proposition 3.1, 
[T] = [M]. Since [t'] = [M] + 1, there exists a line T' through t' parallel to T. By 
Proposition 3.4, T' meets N. Obviously, T' N N = {q}. Thus, both the lines N and T' 
through q are parallel to T, a contradiction as [q] = [M] + 1 = [T] + 1. 
Hence, any line on p other than L has length 2. So, no pair (S,S') of parallel lines 
exists such that p ~S U S'. Thus, the lines not on p mutually intersect. 
Define ~ '  = P\{p},  5f' = {R E 5~': p ~ R} and L' = L\{p}.  From the previous 
argument it follows that (~' ,  5("U {L'}) is a projective plane of order [M] -  1. So, the 
statement is proved. [] 
4. {n -- 2, n -- 1}-point-biregular spaces with no line of length 2 
In this section we suppose that every line has at least three points. 
Proposition 4.1. Let L, M and N be three lines such that L and N are parallel to M 
and L ~ N. Moreover, let s be the number of their transversals, I f  any transversal of 
L and M parallel to N has length at least r and any transversal of  M and N parallel 
to L has length at most r', then 
([L][M] - s)(r - 2)~< ([M][N] - s)(r' - 2).  
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, it suffices to verify that ~\ (L  U M U N)  # 0. 
If  L and N meet at a point z, consider a line Z through z intersecting M. By 
assumption, [Z] >~ 3, so the assertion. 
Now, suppose L and N parallel. I f  any point in L U M U N is of type n - 1, then 
~\ (L  U M U N)  # 0 since (~,LP) is proper. I f  a point q of type n - 2 exists in 
L U M U N, say q E L, consider a line N ~ through q intersecting M and parallel to N. 
Since [N ~] >~ 3, the statement follows. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let L, M and N be three lines such that L and N are parallel to M and 
[N] < [L] = m. Moreover, let LP' be the set of  all transversals of L and M parallel 
to N. I f  ~ '  ~ O, then there exists N' C 5~' such that [N'] < [N]. 
Proof. Assume that [N'] i> IN], for any N ~ E 5 °'. Denote by s the number of trans- 
versals of L, M and N. By Proposition 4.1, 
([L][M] - s)([N] - 2)~< ([M][N] - s)([L] - 2) ,  (4.1) 
from which 
s~<2[M]. (4.2) 
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We distinguish two cases: 
(a) n = 3; 
(b) n i>4. 
Case (a): By Proposition 2.3, [L]l > [N]I. Denote by L1(N l) the set of points 
of  type 1 in L \N(N\L) .  Let x E L 1 and let S be the unique transversal of  M and 
N through x. Define {x'} = S M N and {q} = S (1M. I f  nx, = 2, denote by S' the 
unique transversal of  L and M on x' distinct from S. Let {qr} = SrMM. Since nx = 1, 
every line on q meeting L intersects S', too. So, I S ' \{q '} l  t>[/:] = m, a contradiction. 
Hence, ~Zx, = 1. 
Now, consider the map 
f : xEL  1 ---~xtEN 1. 
Since f is injective, then IN]1 >~[L]I, a contradiction. 
Case (b): First, assume L and N parallel. We have 
s>_.[L](n - 2) -- m(n - 2).  (4.3) 
Since [M] ~<m = [L], from (4.2) and (4.3) it follows that 
[L](n - 2) ~<s ~<2[M] ~<2[L]. (4.4) 
Since n~>4, (4.4) implies n = 4 and s = 2[M] = 2[L]. 
Hence, [M] = [L] and roy -- 2 for any y E L U M. By Proposition 2.3, there exists 
p E N such that np= 3. Let M r be a line on p intersecting M and parallel to L. 
Since the equality holds in (4.1), then every transversal of  M and N parallel to L has 
length [L]. Therefore, [M r] = [L] = [M] which contradicts Proposition 2.3 applied to 
the lines M,M r and L. 
Now, assume that L and N intersect in a point z. The transversals of L, M and N 
through z are [M]. Thus, 
s>~[M] + ([L] - 1)(n - 2) .  (4.5) 
Since [M]<<,m = [L], from (4.2) and (4.5) it follows that 
([L] - 1)(n - 2) ~ [L], (4.6) 
whence [L] ~< n-  2, a contradiction to Proposition 2.7. [] 
Lemma 4.3. I f  L, M and N are three mutually parallel lines and [N] < [L] = m, 
then there exists a transversal N'  of  L and M such that N'  is parallel to N and 
[N'] < IN]. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, [N]>>.n - 1. Let y E M. Since [L] ~>n, there exists 
a line on y intersecting L and parallel to N. Thus, the statement follows from 
Lemma 4.2. [] 
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Lemma 4.4. Let L and M be two parallel lines not admitting a common parallel line. 
I f  M' is a line distinct from M and parallel to L, then 
(i) [M'] ~< [M]; 
(ii) /f  [M'] = [M], then [x] = [L] + [M] - rtx, for any x f [LU(MNM' ) .  
Proof. Since no line exists parallel to both L and M, 
[x] --- [L] + [M] - nx for any xf[LUM. (4.7) 
Let {z} = M n M'. Consider a line Z through z intersecting L and a point 
z' E Z\(L U {z}). Since z' ~ L U M' ,  then [z']>~[L] + [M'] - nz,. I f  [M'] > [M], 
then [z'] > [L] + [M] - n~,, a contradiction to (4.7). So, [M'] ~<[M]. 
Now, let [M t] = [M]. I f  there would exist a line M"  parallel to both L and M t, 
then Ix"] ~> [L] + [M] + 1 - nx,, for any point x" E M" \M,  a contradiction to (4.7). 
Therefore, 
[x] = [L] + [M] - ~x for any xEM\{z} .  (4.8) 
The statement follows from (4.7) and (4.8). [] 
Lemma 4.5. Let L and M be two parallel lines not admitting a common parallel line. 
I f  [M] >~ n and [M'] I> [M] for any line M ~ parallel to L, then every line parallel to L 
has length [M] and [x] = [L] + [M] - ~zx for any x ([L. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4(i), every line parallel to L has length [M]. Since [M]~>n, 
through any point not in L U M there exists a line intersecting M and parallel to L. 
Let M '  be such a line. Define {z} --- M '  n M. By Lemma 4.4, [x] = [L] + [M] - r~x 
for any x ~L  U {z}. Now, let Z be a line on z intersecting L and z 'E  Z\(L U {z}). 
A line through z ~ parallel to L meets M at a point distinct from z ~. By Lemma 4.4, 
[z'] = [L] + [M] - rcz,, so the statement. [] 
Lemma 4.6. Let L and M be two parallel lines not admitting a common parallel line. 
I f  n <~ [114] < [L] = m and [M'] >~ [M] for any line M' parallel to L, then [L'] < [M] 
for any line L' parallel to M and distinct from L. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, every line parallel to L has length [M] and 
[x] = [L] + [M] - nx for any xq[L. (4.9) 
Let U be a line parallel to M and distinct from L. Define {y}  = L' NL and denote 
by c the number of lines intersecting L' and parallel to L. By (4.9), 
c = ([L'] - 1)([M] - n + 1) q- [L'\{yt}]n_2. (4.10) 
Now, let c' be the number of lines parallel to L and distinct from M. By (4.9), 
c' = [M]([M] - n) + [M]n-2. (4.11) 
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Since c<~c', from (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that 
( [ f f ] -  1)([M] - n + 1)+[ff\{y'}]n_2<~[M]([M]- n) W [M]n-2. (4.12) 
Let yEf f \{y} .  Since [M]>>.n, there exists a line M' through y intersecting M and 
parallel to L. We know that [M'] = [M]. 
I f  [ff] > [M], then, by (4.12), [M]n-2 = [M] and [ff\{Y'}]n-2 = O. So, all points on 
M are of type n -2  and all points on f f \{y}  are of type n -1 .  In particular, ny = n - l ,  
which contradicts Proposition 2.3 applied to M, M' and L. Hence, [L ~] ~< [M]. Assume 
[L'] = [M] and consider a point z' E M' \ (M U {y}). Since [if] = [M] < [L], from 
(4.9) it follows that there exists a line through z' parallel to both M and L'. Thus, by 
Proposition 2.3, 
[Lt]n-2 --- [M]n-2. (4.13) 
Clearly, [L' \{y'}]~-2 = [L']n-2 or [L']n-2 - 1. Thus, by (4.13), 
[L'\{y'}]n-2 = [M]n-2 or [M]n-2 - 1. (4.14) 
By (4.12) and (4.14), n~<2 follows, a contradiction to Proposition 2.2. So, the 
statement is proved. [] 
Proposition 4.7. I f  L and N are two lines such that [L] = m and [N] = n - 1, then 
L and N intersect. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, k = n - 1 and, by Proposition 2.8, [L] ~>n. 
Assume L and N parallel. By Lemma 4.3, no line exists parallel to both L and N. 
So, 
[x] = [L] + n - l - nx for any xf[L U N. (4.15) 
We distinguish two cases: 
(a) nx=n-1  for anyxELUN;  
(b) there exists yE~\ (L  UN)  such that ~y = n-  2. 
Case (a): By (4.15), [x] = ILl for any x~L UN. Since [L]>~n, through any point 
not on L U N there exists a line parallel to N. 
Let L' be a line parallel to N and distinct from L. Define {z} = L n L'. 
Firstly, we prove that [L'] = [L]. Let Z be a line on z intersecting N and z' E 
Z\ (N  U {z}). I f  [L'] < [L], there exists a line Z'  on z' parallel to both N and L'. By 
Proposition 2.3 applied to the lines N, L' and Z' and Proposition 2.7, [Z'] -= n - 1. 
Therefore, 7rz = n - 2 and there exists a line N '  through z intersecting N and parallel 
to Z'. Since all points in N' \N  are of type n - 2 and all points off L and N are of 
type n -  1, then [N'] = 2, a contradiction. 
Hence, [L'] -- [L]. By Proposition 2.3, each point in L\{z} is of  type n - 1. By 
Lemma 4.4, every point on L\{z} has degree [L]. A line through z' parallel to N meets 
L at a point distinct from z. A similar argument as above shows that also 7rz = n - 1 
and [z] = [L]. 
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Now, denote by r the number of lines parallel to N. Since every line parallel to N 
and distinct from L meets L, then 
r = 1 + [L]([L] - n). (4.16) 
Next, consider a line R intersecting N. Since every line parallel to N must meet R, 
then 
r = ([R] - 1)([L] - n + l). (4.17) 
From (4.16) and (4.17) it follows that 
([L] - [R])([L] - n + 1) = n - 2. (4.18) 
This implies that the lines intersecting N all have length [R]. 
Since (~,  &a) is proper, there exists a point q such that ~q = n-  2. Clearly, q ~ N. Let 
R t and R" be two parallel lines such that q ~R I U R". Obviously, R ~ and R" intersect 
both N and L. Define {q'} = R'NN, {q"} = R"NN, {v'} = LNR' and {v"} = LNR". 
S ince  7~q ~- n - 2, there exists a line Q on q intersecting R ~ and parallel to R". Since 
[Q] = [R'], then nq, = n -2  by Proposition 2.3 applied to the lines Q, R' and R". 
Similarly, nq,, = n - 2. Since n,,, = n - 1 and the line R / through v t intersects Q and 
is parallel to R", then [Q] = [Rt]>fn. Therefore, through any point x E N\{q,q',q"} 
there exists a line intersecting R' and parallel to R". Since nq, = n -  2, then nx = n -  2 
by Proposition 2.3. Hence, each point on N is of type n - 2. 
Now, denote by &at the set of lines parallel to both R t and R". First, consider 
&at = O. Then, 
[L] = [x] = 2[R] - n + 1 for any xEL\{v',v"}. (4.19) 
By (4.18) and (4.19), 2([R] - n + 1) 2 = n - 2. So, 
[R] 2 - 2[R](n - 1) = ( -2n  2 + 5n - 4)/2. (4 .20)  
There are ([R] - 1 )  2 - 1 transversals of R t and R" distinct from N and containing 
neither v t nor v". Since all of  them meet L, then 
([R] - 1) 2 - 1 = ([L] - 2)(n - 2). (4.21) 
By (4.19) and (4.21), 
[R] 2 - 2[R](n - 1) = - (n  + 1)(n - 2). (4.22) 
By (4.20) and (4.22) n = 8/3 follows, a contradiction. 
Now, suppose d t ~ 0. Since any line in &at intersects N and any point in N has 
degree [L] + 1, then 
I&a' l  = ( [N]  - 2 ) ( [L ]  - 2 [R]  + n - 1).  (4 .23)  
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Since any line in £f' intersects L, then 
IZf'l = ([L] - 2)([L] - 2[R] + n - 1). (4.24) 
Since ILf~l > o, from (4.23) and (4.24) [L] = [N] follows, a contradiction. 
Case (b): Denote by N ~ the unique line on y intersecting N and parallel to L. 
Moreover, denote by T a line on y intersecting L and parallel to N. Let {y'} = N'MN. 
Obviously, every point in N'k{y'} is of type n - 2. By Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 
4.4, [N'] = n - 1. Thus, also the points in Nk{y'} are of type n - 2. By Lemma 4.4, 
the points in Nk{y'} all have degree [L] + 1. Therefore, each line parallel to L passes 
through y'. Since [T] ~< [L] and the line N' through y' intersects T and is parallel to 
L, then a line N" on y~ intersecting L and parallel to T must exist. By Proposition 2.3 
applied to N, N" and T, IN"] = n - 1 and any point in N"k{y} is of type n - 2. 
Let y"EN"k(L  O {y}).  There exists a line R on y" intersecting N and parallel to L. 
The line R meets N at a point distinct from y ,  a contradiction. [] 
Proposition 4.8. I f  L and N are two lines such that [L] = m and IN] = k, then L 
and N intersect. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, k>~n - 1. If k = n - 1, the statement follows from 
Proposition 4.7. 
Now, suppose k>,n. By Proposition 2.8, [L] > [N]. Assume L and N parallel. 
By Lemma 4.3, no line exists parallel to both L and N. By Lemma 4.5, every line 
parallel to L has length [N]. Consider a point y~_LUN. Since [L] ~>n+ 1, there exists a 
line T on y intersecting L and parallel to N. By Lemma 4.6, [T] < k, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.9. Let L and N be two lines such that [L] = m and [N] = k. I f  M is a 
line parallel to L, then M and N intersect. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.8, L and N intersect and, by Proposition 2.8, IN] < [L]. 
Assume M and N parallel. By Propositions 4.8 and 2.7, [M] > k~n-1 .  Let yEL \N .  
Since [M] i> n, there exists a line on y intersecting M and parallel to N. Therefore, by 
Lemma 4.2, there exists a line T such that [T] < k, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4.10. Let r be an integer satisfying the following properties: 
(i) ~k/'E ~e: [M] =r ;  
(ii) ~ ' :=  {L'EZf: r < [L'] <m} ~ 0; 
(iii) for any R, LE~-(f such that [R]<<,r and [L] = m, R intersects L and all lines 
parallel to L. 
Moreover, /et m' = min{[U]: L' E &o~}. l f  M' E ~ and [M'] = m~, then M' inter- 
sects L and all lines parallel to L, for any line L of length m. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, r>~n - 1. So, n<<.m' < m. Let L be a line of length m. 
Assume M t and L parallel. If there would exist a line T parallel to both M r and L, 
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then, by Lemma 4.3, there would be a transversal T' of T and L parallel to M '  such 
that [T'] < m'. Therefore, [T'] ~<r, a contradiction to (iii). Hence, no line exists parallel 
to both M'  and L. By (iii), the length of any line parallel to L is at least m'. Since 
[L] = m >t n + 1, there exists a line S intersecting L and parallel to M '  through a point 
not on LUM'. By Lemma 4.6, [S] < m', which contradicts (iii). So, M '  and L intersect. 
Now, let M" be a line parallel to L. By the previous argument, [M'] < [M"]. 
Assume M'  and M"  parallel. Since [M"]/> n + 1, there exists a line intersecting M" 
and parallel to M' through a point on L\M'. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a transversal 
T of L and M"  such that [T] < m'. Thus, 
[T] < [M'] < [M"]. (4.25) 
Define {y} = M'  f] L, {z} = L M T and {q} = T N M".  Let p E L\{y,z}. Since 
[p] ~> [M"] + [M'] - r~p and [T] < [M"], then [p] > [M'] + [T] -np .  Therefore, there 
exists a line on p parallel to both M '  and T. Then, by Proposition 2.3, 
([M'] - [T])(n - 2) = [T]n-i - [M']n-l .  (4.26) 
Denote by 5eM, the set of transversals of M '  and M"  not on q and parallel to L. 
Through any point xEM' \{y} there pass at least [M"] - rtx - 1 elements of &aM,. So, 
[~q~M'l ~>([M'] - 1)([M"] - n + l) - [M'N{Y}ln-l. (4.27) 
Now, denote by Lzr the set of transversals of T and M"  not on q and parallel to L. 
Through any point xET\{q,z} there pass [M"] -nx  elements of .Lar. Thus, 
ILerl = ( IV ]  - 2 ) ( [M"]  - n + 2)  - [ r \{q ,z}] , _ , .  (4 .28)  
Since [T] ~<r, from (iii) it follows that ~M' C_ L~a r. 
Therefore, by (4.27) and (4.28), 
([M'] - 1)([M"] - n + 1) - [M'\{y}]n-1 
~<([V] - 2)([M"] - n + 2) - [V\{q,z}]._b 
whence 
([M"] - n + I)([M']  - [T] + 1) + [T\{q,z}]._~ - [M'\{y}]n-1 <[T]  - 2. 
(4.29) 
Since [T\{q,z}].-a ~>[T]._~-2 and [M'\{y}]._~ <~[M']._~, from (4.26) and (4.29) 
it follows that 
([M"] - n + 1)([M'] - [T] + 1) + ([M'] - [T])(n - 2)~<[T], 
whence 
[M"]([M'] - [T ] )+ [M"] - [M']<<.n - 1. (4.30) 
Thus, by (4.25) and (4.30), [M"]<<.n- 2, a contradiction as [M"]>~n + 1. [] 
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From Proposition 4.8 and Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 the next one follows. 
Proposition 4.11. I f  L and M are two lines such that [M] < [L] = m, then L and M 
intersect. 
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that a line L o f  length m admits a parallel line U. Then, 
(i) [x]~>2m - rex for  any xE~;  
(ii) [~[~>1 + [x ] (m-  1 ) - - (n -  1 ) (m-k) fo r  any xE~;  
(iii) i f  N and N'  are two parallel lines and [N] = k, then [N'] = k; 
(iv) there exist two parallel lines N and N ~ and a point xEL \ (N  UY)  such that 
[N] = [N'] = k and rex = n - 2. 
Proof. By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, n -  1 ~<k < m and, by Proposition 4.11, [U] = m. 
We start by proving that, for any x E ~,  there exist two parallel lines of length m not 
containing x. Since the assertion is obvious if x ~ EL UU,  suppose that x EL U U, say 
xEL .  Let S be a line on x intersecting U and let x~ES\(L  UU) .  Since [U] = m>>,n, 
there exists a line L" through x ~ intersecting L and parallel to U. By Proposition 4.11, 
[L"] = m, so the assertion is completely proved. 
Now, let x E ~.  Since there exist two parallel lines M and M ~ of length m such that 
x f [M UM ~, then (i) holds. The transversals of M and M ~ through x have length at 
least k. By Proposition 4. l 1, the remaining [x] - nx lines through x all have length m. 
Therefore, 
I~I ~> 1 + nx(k - 1) + ([x] - ZCx)(m - 1). (4.31) 
Since ZCx = n - 2 or n - 1, then (ii) holds. 
Now, let N and N t be two parallel lines such that [N] = k. By Proposition 4.11, 
the lines N and N '  both intersect L and L' and [N'] < m. Define {y} = L A N, {z} = 
L fq N' ,  {y'} = L' M N and {z'} = L' fq N' .  Denote by ~qa, the set of lines through 
the points ofU\{ J , z  ~} which are parallel to L. By Proposition 4.11, every line in 5¢ ~ 
intersects both N and N' .  Through any point x E (NUN' ) \{y ,z ,  y ' ,z '} there are m-nx  
lines intersecting U and parallel to L. So, through any point x E N~\{z,z ~} there pass 
at least m - nx - 1 elements of &o~ and through any point in N\{y , j}  there pass at 
most m - nx elements of 5U. It follows that 
[N' \{z,z '}]n- l (m - n) + [N'k{z,z'}]n_2(m - n + 1) 
~< [L~a'l <~N\{y,y '}] ,_ l (m - n + 1) + [N] \{y ,y '}] , - z (m - n + 2), 
whence 
( [N ' ] - [N] ) (m-n+l )+[N\{y ,y '} ]n_ , - [N ' \{z ,z '} ]n - l<~[N] -2 .  (4.32) 
By (i), there exists a line parallel to both N and N ~. Then, by Proposition 2.3, 
([N'] - [N])(n - 2) = [N]n-1 - [N']n-l .  (4.33) 
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Since [N\{y,y'}], - I  >~[N]n-1 - - 2 and [N'\{z,z'}]n-, ~<[N'],-1, (4.32) and (4.33) 
imply 
([N'] - [N])(m - n ÷ 1) + ([N'] - [N])(n - 2)~< [N], (4.34) 
i.e. 
([N'] - [N])m ~< IN']. (4.35) 
Since [N] = k<~[N'] <m, from (4.35) [N'] = [N] follows. So, (iii) holds. 
In order to prove (iv), consider a line N of length k. By Proposition 4.11, N and 
L intersect. By (i), there exists a line N ~ on x parallel to N for any xEL\N.  By (iii), 
[N ~] = [N] = k. So, it sufficies to prove that there exists on L a point of  type n - 2. 
Assume that every point on L is of type n - 1. Let x E ~\ (L  U U). Since [L]/> n, 
there exists a line L" on x intersecting L and parallel to L'. By Proposition 4.11, 
[L']  --- m. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, 7~x :- n -  1. Thus, every point not on L ~ is of 
type n - 1. Now, let x E U and let S be a line on x intersecting L. Consider a point 
x' E S\(L U L'). There exists a line L m on x ~ intersecting U and parallel to L. Since 
[L'"] = m, by Proposition 2.3 it follows that rtx -- n - 1. Thus, each point is of type 
n - 1, a contradiction since (~,  ~)  is proper. [] 
Propos i t ion  4.13. I f  L is a line of length m, then there is no line parallel to L. 
Proof. By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, n -  1 ~<k < m. Assume that a line U exists parallel 
to L. By Lemma 4.12(iii) and (iv), there exist two parallel lines N and N ~ of length 
k and a point y E L\(N U N') of type n - 2. By Proposition 4.11, the lines N and 
N ~ both intersect L and L'. Since every line has length at least 3, there exists a point 
in L'\(N UN'). So, ~\ (L  U NUN' )  ~ 0 . Set ~ '  = ~\ (L  U NUN' )  and count in 
two ways the pairs (x,M) point-line, x E ~ and M a line on x parallel to both N 
and N'.  By Lemma 4.12(i), through any point x ' E~ ~ there are at least 2(m -k )  lines 
parallel to both N and N ~. By (iii), every line parallel to both N and N'  has length k. 
By Proposition 4.8, every line parallel to both N and N ~ intersects L. Thus, 
21~'[(m - k)<,c(k - 1), (4.36) 
where ¢ denotes the number of  lines parallel to both N and N'.  
Through any point xEL\ (NUN' )  there pass [x]-2k+rcx lines parallel to both N and 
N ~. Denote by g the maximum degree of the points in L\(N UN') .  Since rCy=n- 2, 
then 
e~<g-2k+n-2+(m-3) (9 -2k+n-1)  
= (9 -  2k + n -  2)(m - 2) + m - 3. 
By Lemma 4.12(ii), 
IJI >t 1 + ~(m - l) - (n  - 1 ) (m - k )  - (2k  + m - 2 )  
= g(m - 1) -ran +kn-  3k+3.  
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
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From (4.36)-(4.38) it follows that 
9(2m 2 - 3mk - m + 4k - 2) + 3mkn - 7mk - 2nm 2 
+ 5m - 2nk 2 + 2k 2 - 3k + 2ink 2 +mn + 2kn - 2n + 1 ~<0. (4.39) 
By (i), 9>>.2m - n + 1. Then, by (4.39), 
4m 3 - m2(6k + 4n) + 2m(k 2 - k + 3kn + n) 
+2k 2 - 2nk 2 - 2kn + k - 1 ~<0. (4.40) 
Since k < m, then m = k + h, h ~> 1 an integer. Therefore, from (4.40) we get 
4h 3 + 2h2(3k - 2n) + 2h(k 2 - k - kn + n) + k - 1 ~<0. (4.41) 
Clearly, 4h 3 > 0 and k - 1 > 0. Since k>~n - 1 and, by Proposition 2.2, n>~3, then 
3k - 2n/> 0. I f  k t> n, then k z - k - kn + n ~> 0. All these inequalities and (4.41) imply 
k = n - 1 and 
4h 3 + 2h2(n - 3) - 2h(n - 2) + n - 2~<0, 
a contradiction as n/> 3 and h I> 1. [] 
Proposit ion 4.14. Let M E 5Y. I f  no line exists parallel to M,  then [M] = m. 
Proof. Let L be a line of  length m. By Proposition 4.13, no line exists parallel 
to L. I f  L ¢ M, say x a point such that x ¢~L tO M. We have [L] = Ix] = [M], so the 
statement. [] 
Proposit ion 4.15. I f  M and N are two parallel lines, then [M] = [N]. 
Proof. Let LE .~ such that [L] = m. By Proposition 4.13, [M], [N] < m and no line 
exists parallel to L. Therefore, 
[x] = m for any xq[L. (4.42) 
Define {y} = N fq L, {z} = M n L and assume [M] ~ [N], say [M] > [N]. We 
distinguish two cases: 
(a) there exists a line T parallel to both M and N; 
(b) no line exists parallel to both M and N. 
Case (a): Let {t} = T fq L. Denote by c the number of  transversals of  M and N 
neither through y nor through z. Clearly, e = ([M] - 1) ([N] - 1). 
Since any line distinct from L intersects L, then 
( [M] -  1)([N] - 1) =e= nt - 1 +(m-3) (n -3 )+[L \{y ,z , t} ]n_ l .  (4.43) 
Now, count the transversals of  T and M neither on t nor on z. We have 
( [T ] -  1)([M] - 1) = ny-  1 +(m-3) (n -3 )+[L \{y ,z , t} ]n - l .  (4.44) 
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Finally, counting the transversals of  T and N that do not pass neither through t nor 
through z yields 
([T] - 1)([N] - 1) = nz - 1 + (m - 3)(n - 3) + [L\{y,z,t}]n-1. (4.45) 
From (4.43) and (4.44) it follows that 
([M] - 1)([T] - IN]) = ny - rot. (4.46) 
From (4.43) and (4.45) it follows that 
([N] - 1)([M] - [T]) = ~t - ~Zz. (4.47) 
Hence, by (4.46) and (4.47), 
([M] - 1)([T] - [N]) + ([N] - 1)([M] - [T]) = r~y - r~z. (4.48) 
Since [M]~>[N] + 1, then, by (4.48), [T] - 1 ~7~y --7~z, a contradiction as [T]>~3. 
Case (b): Let S be a line on y meeting M at a point distinct from z. Since [S]>~3, 
there exists a point in S\(NUM). Thus, ~\(LUMUN) ~ 0. Since [x] = [M]+[N] -nx  
for any xf[MUN, from (4.42) it follows that all points in N\ (LUMUN)  are of the 
same type. Consequently, only the following two possibilities may occur: 
(i) m = [x] = [M] + [N] - n + I for any x ~L i f  all points not on L U M U N are 
of type n - l ;  
(ii) m = Ix] = [M] + [N] - n + 2 for any x ~/L i f  all points not on L U M U N are 
of type n - 2. 
Now, denote by d the number of  lines not on z and parallel to N. Since any line 
distinct from L intersects L, then 
d = (m - 2)([M] - n + 1) + [L\{y,z}],-2. (4.49) 
Suppose (i) holds. Since [M] < m, then [N] ~>n. Moreover, by (4.49), 
d = ([M] + [NI - n - 1)([M] - n + 1) + [L\{y,z}],_2. (4.50) 
Since each line parallel to N intersects M, then 
d = ([M] - 1)([M] - n). (4.51) 
Hence, by (4.50) and (4.51), 
[M] - 1 + ([N] - n)([M] - n + 1) + [L\{y,z}]n-2 = O, 
a contradiction as n ~< [N] < [M]. 
Now, suppose (ii) holds. A similar argument as above gives 
([M] - n + 1)([N] - n + 1) + [L\{y,z}]n-2 = 0. (4.52) 
By Proposition 2.7, n -  I~<[N]. So, [M]>~n. Thus, (4.52) implies [N] = n -  1 and 
[L\{y,z}]n-2 = 0. Let q E S\(M U {y}). Consider the unique line M t on q intersecting 
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N and parallel to M. Each point on M' \N  is of type n - 2, a contradiction since M '  
meets L at a point distinct from y and z. [] 
Lemma 4.16. Let L and M be two lines such that [M] >.n and no line exists parallel 
to L. I f  a line exists parallel to M, then 
(i) there exist two parallel lines both missin9 x, for any xEL, and all points on L 
are of the same type; 
(ii) every line admitting a parallel line has lenoth [M]. 
Proof. Let N be a line parallel to M. By Proposition 4.15, [M] = IN]. Define 
{y} = M N L and {z} --- N N L. Counting the transversals of  M and N neither on y 
nor on z yields 
([M] - 1) 2 = ([L] - 2)(n - 3 )+ [L\{y,z}]n-1. (4.53) 
Now, let qEL\{y,z}.  Since [M], [N]>>.n, there exists a line M '  (N')  on q intersect- 
ing M (N) and parallel to N (M). Thus, there exist two parallel lines not containing x, 
for any xEL. By Proposition 4.15, [M'] = [N'] = [M]. 
Now, count the transversals of  M and M'  neither on y nor on q. This gives 
([M] - 1) 2 ---- ([L] - 2)(n - 3) + [L\{y,q}]n-1. (4.54) 
From (4.53) and (4.54) rez = rCq follows. 
Applying a similar argument to N and N '  gives rey = req, so (i) is proved. 
Let S and S' be two parallel lines. Define {p} -- S N L and {p'} = S 'N  L. By 
Proposition 4.15, [S] = [S']. Write re = ~rx for any x EL. Counting the transversals of 
S and S' neither on p nor on p '  yields 
([S] - 1 )2 = ([L] - 2)(re - 1 ). 
This implies that the lines admitting a parallel line all have the same length, so (ii) is 
proved. [] 
Proposition 4.17. I f  M is a line admittin9 a parallel line, then [M] = n - 1. 
Proof. Assume [M] ~> n and consider a line L such that [L] = m. By Proposition 4.13, 
no line exists parallel to L. By Lemma 4.16, all points on L are of  the same type. 
Since (~,£P)  is proper, there exists yf[L such that rey # 7Z x for any xEL. 
Let R be a line on y. Define {z} ---- R n L. Since ~y # rez, from Lemma 4.16 it 
follows that R admits a parallel line and JR] --- [M]. 
Hence, [y] = m and any line through y has length [M]. Thus, 
I~l = 1 + m([M] - 1). (4.55) 
Denote by £a, the set of  lines distinct from L and admitting no parallel line. 
We distinguish two cases: 
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(a) 2" ¢ 0, 
(b) Y '  = 1~. 
Case (a): Let UESU.  By Lemmas 4.14 and 4.16, any line has length m or [M] and 
[U] ~ m. Consider a point tEL \U .  Since [t] = m and, by Proposition 4.13, [M] < m, 
then 
I~ l>~m+(m-  1) ( [M] -  1), (4.56) 
which contradicts (4.55). 
Case (b): By Lemma 4.16, any line distinct from L has length [M]. Let pEL .  We 
have 
[21 = m + ([p] - 1)([M] - 1). (4.57) 
By (4.55) and (4.57), 
([M] - 1)(m - [p] + 1) = m - 1. (4.58) 
Now, let M '  be a line parallel to M. Define {q} = M NL and {q'} = M'  OL. First, 
suppose ~Zx = n - 2, for any x E L. Counting the transversals of M and M ~ neither on 
q nor on q~ yields 
( [M] -1 )  2=(m-2) (n -3)=(m-1) (n -3) - (n -3 ) .  (4.59) 
This implies, in particular, that n - 3 > 0. By (4.58), [M] - 1 In - 1. So, by (4.59), 
[M] - 1 In -  3. Thus, [M] ~<n-  2, a contradiction to Proposition 2.7. 
Now, suppose nx = n - 1, for any x E L. A similar argument as above shows that 
[M] - 1 In - 2, again a contradiction to Proposition 2.7. [] 
Proposition 4.18. Let yE~.  I f  r ty=n-  1, then every l&e on y has length m, [y] = 
n - I and [x] = m for any x ¢ y. 
Proof. Let M and N be two parallel lines such that yf [M U N. By Proposition 4.17, 
[M] = [N] = n -  l. 
Assume [y] ~> n. Then, there exists a line T on y parallel to both M and N. I f  there 
exists a point z E T such that nz = n - 2, consider a line N t on z intersecting M and 
parallel to N. By Proposition 4.17, [N ~] = n -  l, a contradiction as y ~N'U  N and 
~s = n - 1. Hence, each point on T is of type n - I. By Proposition 2.3, also every 
point on MUN is of type n -  1. Since (:~, L~ a) is proper, there exists a point q such that 
7Ca : n - -  2. Consider a line M ~ on q intersecting N and parallel to M. By Proposition 
4.17, [M ~] = n - l, which contradicts Proposition 2.3 applied to M, M ~ and N. 
Therefore, [y] = n - 1. By Proposition 2.7, each line not on y has length n - 1. 
So, every line through y admits no parallel ine. Then, by Proposition 4.14, every line 
through y has length m and [x] = m, for any x ~ y. [] 
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Theorem 4.19. Let (~, -W) be a proper {n -2 ,n  - 1}-point-biregular space. I f  (~, Lz') 
contains no line of length 2, then n>>.4 and (~,-W) is one of the structures in 
Example 3. 
Proof. Since (~,-W) is proper, there exist two parallel lines N and N ~ and a point 
y~_NUN ~ such that Try : n - 1. By Proposition 4.17, [N] = [N t] = n -  1. Since every 
line has at least three points, then n -  1 i>3, so n~>4. 
By Proposition 4.18, any line on y has length m and 
[y] -- n - 1. (4.60) 
Then, 
I 1-- 1 +(n  - 1)(m - 1). (4 .61)  
Now, consider a transversal M of N and N '  through y. By Proposition 4.18, any 
line distinct from M intersects M and 
[x] = m for any x # y. (4.62) 
Then, 
I.W[ = n - 1 + (m - 1) 2. (4.63) 
Define {z} =M n N and {z ~} =M N N'.  By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, k = n -  I < 
m. Thus, by Proposition 4.18, rrx = n - 2, for any x # y. Therefore, counting the 
transversals of  N and N ~ neither on z nor on z' yields 
(n - 1) 2 = n - 2 + (m - 3)(n - 3), 
which implies m --- n + 1. Thus, by (4.60)-(4.63), 
[~I =n2- -n+ 1, I-wI = n2 +n-  1, 
[y ]=n-1  and [x ]=n+l  for anyx#y.  (4.64) 
By Totten's theorem [6], a finite linear space satisfying (4.64) is one of the structures 
in Example 3 unless n = 4. I f  n = 4 there is only one possible exception, the extended 
Nwankpa-Shrikhande plane [1]. Since this space is not a {2,3}-point-biregular space, 
the statement is proved. [] 
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